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The Rhythm of Harmony by Ann Marie Work
The Rhythm of Harmony is the rhythm of your
passion for life. It is a full, vital movement of energy
which comes from the very core of your being. As this
energy moves through your body, its warmth lights the
fires of life, love and empowerment on a cellular level
and rekindles the flames of rejuvenation, regeneration
and creativity.

The Rhythm of Harmony is the rhythm of
manifestation and fulfillment. You find the Rhythm of
Harmony by focusing on your passions for life.

When you focus on your passion for life,
the Rhythm of Harmony moves through your being
expressing your magnificence from the inside out. The
energy patterns created by this movement, magnetically
As it moves through your circulatory system,
attract the desires of your heart into your world. This
it activates the element of life within your blood to
magnetism is called manifestation. Without it, there is
embrace every cell with renewed stamina and vitality.
disparity and limitation. The Rhythm of Harmony is a
It activates the glands to restore, align and balance the
dance of life where the creative energy of the feminine
energy systems of the body restoring order, organization
and the order and organization of the masculine come
and structure within your being.
together to create the celebration of life.
Have you ever noticed that when you get
As you move into the Rhythm of Harmony,
excited about something or you are focusing on one
visualize the desires of your heart and focus on how
of your passions for life, you stand a little straighter
you would like them to manifest. List these desires in
and taller? This is the Rhythm of Harmony moving
a journal and return to this visualization often. Each
through your spine and skeletal structure. Your passion
time you move in the Rhythm of Harmony you open
for life energizes you, increases your metabolism and
windows of opportunity for manifestation to happen.
decreases your appetite. It puts a smile in your heart
Each time you move into anger, rage or disappointment
and spring in your step. It fills you with the sense of
you nullify and close these windows.
fulfillment and purpose.

The Rhythm of Harmony opens the windows of opportunity to manifest your desires.
As you move in the Rhythm of Harmony you:
• Support the physical heart and proper blood flow through the body.
• Restore the order and structure of your body.
• Adjust and align your tailbone, relaxing the spine, hips and pelvis.
• Awaken and put forth intentions for your passions in life.
• Open windows of opportunity to put your thoughts into action.
• Transmute and remove blocks and limitations in life.
• Trust yourself to call forth and accept manifestation of your desires.
• Restore order, structure and organization to all areas of life.
• Create the magnetic attractions for those things you desire.
• Embrace the fulfillment and empowerment of your truth.

Harmonic Liquid Formula “Harmony” was created
to assist in inspiring and amplifying your natural Rhythm of Harmony.
Get a FREE 1/2 oz. Harmony with your $100.00 minimum purchase! (1 per customer)
thru March 2016
Read more next page....
Harmonic Products do not treat or cure disease, they enhance the energies of the body.
For diagnosis and treatment of medical conditions and disease, contact a health care professional.

Moving into the Rhythm of Harmony
Turn on soft, beautiful music.
Sit upright on a firm chair, so your back is a few inches from the back of the chair.
And begin to gently rock back and forth.
Pay attention to your breathing.
You can feel your lungs expanding and contracting as you inhale and exhale.
Now imagine your whole body breathing with you
and let yourself go into the waves of the Breath and into the Peace.
As you focus on your heart breathing with you into the waves of the Breath, focus on the word fulfillment.
Perceive the radiant glow filling your heart, emanating out to the edge of your skin from head to toe.
Perceive this glow gently expanding through your chest, moving on the waves of the Breath:
Across your shoulders,
Down your arms,
Into your hands and fingers,
Up your neck and into the center of your head,
Across your face, in your eyes,
Through your mouth, jaw and neck,
Cascading down your spine, through your back and into your tailbone,
Embracing your hips and pelvic cradle,
Moving through your thighs and legs,
And into your feet and toes.
Then up into your abdomen
And back to your heart.
Perceive the radiance breathing with you from head to toe.
Say the word Harmony in your mind and let your body begin to move into the Waves of the Breath
and into the dance of Harmony.
The Rhythm of Harmony exists within you, it always has and it always will.
It is your choice to be connected to it or not.
Like a beautiful smile, an effervescent glow of illumination, it pulses through your being.
Focusing on your passion for life, in the Rhythm of Harmony, creates an exquisite moment of profound revelation
opening the magnetic attraction to draw the desires of your heart into your life.
As you perceive the radiance of Harmony moving through your body define what this Rhythm feels like
using harmonic adjectives such as fulfillment, magnificent, supportive, powerful, etc.
Then dance in the Rhythm of Harmony
as you perceive this magnificent glow of life moving through your being from the inside out.
As you embrace this Rhythm proclaim, “I accept the magnificence of the Rhythm of Harmony within me”.

Inspire your Rhythm of Harmony with Harmonic Liquid Formula “Harmony”!
Now on Sale through March 2016 -- $53.00 ea. 2 oz. - $17.00 ea. 1/2 oz.
To order call 800-243-6156 or 715-355-8515. Order online at www.harmonicsinternational.com
Harmonic Attunements and Products do not treat or cure disease, they work with the energies of the body.
For diagnosis and treatment of medical conditions, contact a health care professional.

Embrace Divine Love! Trust Divine Love! Accept Divine Love!!
• Focus on the POSITIVE! Use your intentions to reduce stress - BREATHE! - clear, purify and enhance
the harmonic energy within - MOVE! - make a concentrated effort to stimulate the movement of toxins and
unsupportive energies lodged in the cells. - DRINK LOTS OF GOOD WATER!
ABOVE ALL, REMEMBER HOW MAGNIFICENT YOU ARE.

IMPORTANT!! Enhance your HARMONIC Energy - that’s what it’s all about!!
Use Opal, Ebony, AWAKEN - Pre-mixed Triad - 2 oz. bottle $40.00 - Mar.’16! (reg. $70)

• Take 10 drops of Pre-mixed Triad Opal, Ebony, AWAKEN in a.m. and p.m. (Can take separately.)
To order call 800-243-6156 or 715-355-8515. Order online at www.harmonicsinternational.com

PLUS -- GREAT Harmonic Attunement using Peace, Balance, Organization to help you:
• Breathe and move into the Peace to create a relaxed flow of harmonic emotions. Embrace and
trust the Divine Love within to assist with health and healing of body, mind and emotions. Awaken
to the knowledge and wisdom of the Divine Love within. Embrace, Trust and Accept Divine Love.
Put 5 drops each of Peace, Balance, Organization in a glass of purified water (or 7 drops of the premixed triad) - take a drink. Breathe deeply. Focus on Relaxing, Healing, Embracing Divine Love.
• Empower a relaxed flow of Harmonic emotions.
Take another drink and focus on Harmonizing:
- Self-judgment - Doubt - Stress - Anxiety - Low-level wellness - Etheric Interference
Energetically Assist and Inspire:
- Relaxation - Fluidity - Hydration - Immune - Lymph - DNA - Histamine Reaction
- Anti-aging - Activate innate healing intelligence
• Enhance the dynamics of the body’s systems to inspire emotional healing.
Take another drink and focus on Harmonizing:
- Grief - Devastation - Distrust - Inflexibility - Failure - Bitterness - Hurt - Suppression
Energetically Assist and Inspire your:
- Peaceful Joy - Emotional Stability - Trust - Health/Healing - Flexibility - Ease
- Cellular Balance - Metabolism - Lungs - Respiration
• Realign and enhance the precision of the electro-magnetic body.
Take another drink and focus on Harmonizing:
- Worry - Fragmentation - Debilitation - Defeat - Controlling Energies - Inflammatory Response
Energetically Assist and Inspire your:
- Acceptance of the Divine Love within - Soul Connection - Anti-aging - Innate Healing
- Neuro-Muscular System - Cranio-Sacral System
Finish drinking and DECLARE: “I choose to acknowledge and embrace the Divine Love within
me and in my world. I awaken to the expanded consciousness within me and I acknowledge and
celebrate the Divine Love on all levels of my being. And so it is.”

Peace, Balance, Organization - On Sale March 2016 - ea. 2 oz. $53 v ea. 1/2 oz. $17!
To order call 800-243-6156 or 715-355-8515. Order online at www.harmonicsinternational.com
Additional Suggested Uses: 3 times a day, put a few drops of each Peace, Balance, Organization (in that
order) in a glass of purified water and drink - Especially in the morning and before bedtime.
• Or put 10 drops of each (in the above order) in a quart of purified water and drink throughout the day.
Harmonic Products do not treat or cure disease. For treatment of medical conditions and disease, contact a health care professional.

Emerald Vital Life Discs!
1 1/2” round clear acrylic discs with an etched Emerald Green logo

Excess static in the body’s electrical systems is caused by an accumulation of disruptive
electrical charges from negative emotions, disharmonic electrical devices, and the interaction of
harmful chemicals in the body. The Emerald Vital Life Discs assist in dispersing the excess static,
repairing the circuits and restoring the flow of energy in the body to:
• Activate your natural innate inspiration and creative expression.
• Enhance stability during times of frustration, guilt, self-judgment.
• Build your resilience to negative emotions and encounters.
• Become decisive, determined and directed toward your desires.
• Rekindle motivation and drive to accomplish what brings you happiness and joy.
• Refresh the flow of energy within to reduce negative thoughts.
• Resolve internal energetic interference.
• Stimulate your natural instincts to enhance responsibility.
• Transform habitual rigidity into flexibility and creativity.
• Amplify the natural energies of Divine Love, the power within.

Ruby Vital Life Discs

- 1 1/2” round clear acrylic discs with an etched Ruby logo

Have you ever felt the despair of loss; the emptiness, unbalance, insecurity, pain?
Whether this loss is a loved one, a job, finances, a home, etc.
- the ache from the memory never seems to go away.
Allow the Ruby Vital Life Discs to re-awaken your true self and your passion for life and living.
As the electrical charges of pain subdue, a new set of neural cascades and pressure waves are
created in alignment with the Divine Love within, restoring your sense of well-being, security,
understanding, compassion, awareness and confidence.

Sapphire Vital Life Discs -

1 1/2” round clear acrylic discs with an etched Sapphire logo

Is your life as easy as you would like it to be?
“How can I think positive amidst all the energetic chaos in the world?”
Allow this peaceful, uplifting energy of the Sapphire Vital Life Discs to
calm the emotions of anxiety, worry, distress and frustration,
transforming your awareness into understanding, wisdom, compassion and peace of mind!
•
•
•
•
•

Bathe yourself in the brilliance of the sapphire energy.
Allow this peaceful, uplifting energy to penetrate deep into the energy systems and tissues of the body.
Awaken your body’s consciousness to the power of the Divine Love within.
Calm your emotions of anxiety, worry, distress and frustration.
Transform your awareness into understanding, wisdom, compassion and peace of mind.

NOW through March 2016 - OVER 20% OFF!

ALL Vital Life Discs - $95.00 a pair!!
(reg. $125.00 ea. pair)

Harmonic Products do not treat or cure disease, they enhance the energies of the body.
For diagnosis and treatment of medical conditions or disease, contact a health care professional.

Awaken

Harmonic Liquid Formula in blue cobalt glass bottles.

You are a Creative Expression of Divine Love living in a physical body.
Has the Divine Love within you been subdued
for such a long time, you have forgotten how truly magnificent
and powerful the energy of that Love is?
What would it be like if your mind, body and personality
aligned with the Divine Love within you?
It is time to AWAKEN, amplify and realize the amazing Love you have within!
• Remove the friction, clouding your thinking, that builds up with each judgment you make!
• Remove the tightness throughout your being that builds up with each moment of fear!
• Strengthen your will, that has diminished with each time that you felt powerless!
• Embrace the true value of who you are and live from the Divine Love within you!
• Purify discordant energies of judgment and fear, to amplify the resonance of your personal OM.
• Balance and strengthen your electromagnetic field (aura) and your cranio-sacral system.
• Energetically connect and align the systems of the body to work together to enhance your simpatico pulse of life.
• Clarify your energy field before meditation, saying proclamations and setting forth your intent.
• Soothe and clear the static, clouding your ability to release stress and think clearly.
• Amplify the resonance of your Divine Essence to AWAKEN the full potential of each cell.
Take 5 drops 2 times a day under your tongue or in water - plus, at the same time, put a drop on the palms
of your hands and the soles of your feet. (Optional - a drop on the top of your head, heart and navel.)
Optional Indulgence: Immerse yourself in a bath of 10 drops AWAKEN and 2 drops Peace, or comfort yourself with a foot
bath - same amount.

Awaken to the Divine Love of who you are.
Open your conscious awareness to the majesty of the Love within you.
Feel the warmth of this Love cradle you on the waves of each breath you take.
Perceive the fullness of this Love moving through you,
igniting like a spark of life, radiating from the core of your being,
it gently enfolds you in the radiance of its presence.
Allow yourself to move confidently into the security of this presence within,
to align your thoughts, words and actions
with the magnificence of this Love from deep within you.
You are a Creative expression of Divine Love.
It is who you are and always will be.
AWAKEN!

March 2016 “AWAKEN” Sale - Buy the 2 oz. - get the 1/2 oz. FREE!!
AWAKEN 2 oz - $70.00 (reg. $95)- AWAKEN 1/2 oz - $18.00 (reg. $28)
To order, call 800-243-6156 or 715-355-8515 - online at www.harmonicsinternational.com
Harmonic Products do not treat or cure disease, they work with the energies of the body.
For diagnosis and treatment of medical conditions, contact a health care professional.

YExperience the Universal Harmonic ProtocolY
An amazingly powerful program that helps to:

• sustain the flow of full spectrum harmonic energy in your body!
• provide an energetic homeostasis of harmony and balance in the body!
• allow the individual cells to be gently cradled and lifted out of stagnation and
limitation back to their individual natural state of being in their Rainbow of Life!
(A simple and easy application that takes only a few minute in the morning and evening.)
Instructions are on our website at www.harmonicsinternational.com or call # below.

GREAT Package Price Mar. 2016 - 2 oz. Pkg. $250.00 v 1/2 oz. Pkg. $75.00!!
(Includes 1 each of AWAKEN, Peace, Joy, Harmony, Manna)

Order at 800-243-6156 or 715-355-8515 or online at www.harmonicsinternational.com

The Rhythm of Harmony opens the windows of opportunity to manifest your desires.
As you move in the Rhythm of Harmony you...
Harmonize:
• Powerlessness, Anger, Disappointment, Limitation, Emptiness.
• Emotional distress, Patterns of chronic or premature aging.
Energetically Assist:
• Self-esteem, Fulfillment, Determination, Attracting true desires.
• Glandular balance, Circulation of fluids.
Enhance natural balance to the body’s energy centers of the heart and glandular systems.

Harmonics International
2042 Ryan Rd.
Mosinee, WI 54455
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